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VERO BEACH—CAPT HIRAMS RESORT—FEBRUARY 8-9, 2024 

Join us as we tour the Sebastian Inlet. Enjoy water views while experiencing 

waterfront dining. The trip includes a two(2) hour boat excursion, a brewery 

tour, McKee Garden docent tour and the McLarty Museum 

Now a Florida Landmark and listed 

on the National Register of Histor-

ic places, and recognized by the 

Garden Conservancy as a preserva-

tion project of national signifi-

cance, McKee Botanical Garden is, 

as its founders envisioned, a wild 

place of natural beauty.  

MCLARTY MUSEUM 

The McLarty Museum is built on the 

actual historic site of the 1715 Span-

ish Fleet Salvage camp. It was on this 

very beach that approximately 1500 

survivors struggled to shore after 

their ships, laden with gold, silver, 

and jewels, were sunk by a ferocious 

hurricane. Spain salvaged the wreck sites for four years but it was later forgot-

ten. In the 1960’s the wrecks were rediscovered and salvage efforts continue to 

this day. The McLarty Treasure Museum  is dedicated to telling the story of 

the 1715 Fleet with informative videos and displays of original artifacts includ-

ing gear, weapons, and treasure from the ill-fated galleons. 

As much a place as it is a state of mind, 

Capt Hirams Resort is the essence of 

Florida, enhanced with a Bahamian beat. 

There are enough outdoor activi-

ties and interest for guest of all 

ages to stay here for days. 

Make yourself right at home on the shores of Sebastian’s Indian River and surrender to “island time”” 

Our hotel includes a water equipment rental and nighttime entertainment. 

Additional activities if time allows, downtown murals and Citrus Museum.  

Limited seating 40 People maximum for this trip.  Cutoff date for reservations 

is Dec 27, 2023. You may bring a cooler on the boat excursion for the 2.5 hour 

boat ride there are restrooms on board. 

Breakfast is NOT included. Brewery tour includes pizza.  

Bus leaves at 8:00 am on February 

8th and returns at 7:00 pm on 

February 9th  

Cost is $310 pp dbl occupancy 

Contact person: Dee Sordillo  

(781)910-8525 


